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FADE IN:

INT./EXT. TRAIN - SLEEPER CLASS COACH - NIGHT6.1A 6.1A *

Note: Changed from Day to Night. *

A train in motion. We’re in the sleeper Class coach of the 
Indian Railways. 

The usual chatty atmosphere. Somewhere, a group of O.S. girls 
play antakshari.

IN A COUPE:

GHULAM MASOOD, 38, and his two SONS - aged 15 and 5, the *
little one intently drawing a little sketch on a newspaper. *
Ghulam’s beard and the skull caps of the two boys give away 
their Muslim identity.

Apart from them, a LADY and her DAUGHTER, 15, are also in the 
coupe.

From behind the comic books that they’re pretending to read, 
there seems to be some sort of an eye-contact going on 
between the two 15-year olds. And the O.S. song seems to 
complement their state of mind -

GIRLS IN COUPE (O.S.)
(singing)

Aashiqui mein har aashiq ho jaata 
hai majboor,
Isme dil ka, mere dil ka, isme dil 
ka kya kasoor...

But the Lady catches on to it. She glares at her daughter, 
who gets the message and turns away - awkward.

The boy is disappointed. The Lady glares at him with 
hostility.

The train slows down a bit. Oblivious to all that’s going on, 
Ghulam Masood peeps out and tells his boys -

GHULAM MASOOD
Lagta hai koi station aa raha hai. 
Chalo khaana khaate hain. Chai mil 
jaayegi saath mein...

He takes the newspaper the boy was drawing on and spreads it *
out.



Dainik Bharat. December 1, 1992. An ominous looking headline 
stares at us - ‘Kar Sevakon ki toliyan nikali Ayodhya ki 
ore’.

As the train approaches a platform - Ghulam Masood takes out 
a dabba from his bag and opens it up on the newspaper.

The Lady glances at the open dabba with suspicion. Looks like 
a meat dish. Her eyes go wide in disgust and her saree pallu 
instinctively goes to her nose.

But it’s not enough. She retches and tries to control herself *
but just can’t, and ends up vomitting on the floor. *

She rushes to the window. And lets the rest of it out. *

Ghulam and his sons look at her - not understanding what’s *
going on.

GHULAM MASOOD (CONT’D)
Aap theek ho, behenji?

He offers her some water from a bottle. But she refuses to 
even touch it as she continues to vomit.

The slowing train has reached the platform now.

EXT. PLATFORM - NIGHT6.1B 6.1B *

Faces. Dangerous looking. Around their foreheads - saffron 
bandanas. Slogans can be heard in the bg - 

CROWD AT STATION
Ram lala hum aayenge, Mandir wahin 
banaayenge...

The train comes to a grinding halt right in front of them. 
And the faces stare at us with the hostility of a mob in 
heat.

FADE TO BLACK:

TITLE APPEARS - ‘Of Fathers and Sons’.

OPENING CREDITS ROLL.

FADE IN:

INT. BATLA HOUSE - DILAPIDATED BUILDING - CORRIDOR - DAY6.2 6.2 *

Hathi Ram and Ansari walk down the musty corridor. *
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ANSARI
Chargesheet ke hisaab se flat ka 
owner Saudi mein rehta hai. Is 
property dealer ne hee flat chaaron 
ko kiraaye pe diya thha.

Note: Location changed. *

INT. BATLA HOUSE - DILAPIDATED BUILDING - PROPERTY DEALER 6.3A 6.3A
OFFICE - DAY *

The PROPERTY DEALER, a middle-aged man clad in white clothes, *
sits reading a newspaper when he sees Hathi Ram and Ansari *
walk in. *

Hathi Ram sits down like he owns the place. Pins the Property 
Dealer with a cold gaze.

It unsettles the Property Dealer a bit.

ANSARI
Sir flat check karne aaye the. Sab 
theek hai na? Kisi ne entry wentry 
toh nahi ki andar?

PROPERTY DEALER
Kaisi baat kar rahe ho Sir? Sealed 
property hai. Notice lagaa hai CBI 
ka darwaaze pe. Aur fir hum bhi toh 
baithe hain rakhwaali ko.

(to his staff)
Chhotu chai la saab logon ke liye. *

Hathi Ram signals a cold ‘no’ to the STAFF with a slight 
shake of his head.

ANSARI
Us flat ki koi duplicate chaabi 
wagairah toh nahi banwa ke rakhi 
na? Abhi bhi padi hai toh de do.

PROPERTY DEALER
Nahi, nahi, sir. Dono copy toh aap 
log le gaye the. 

Ansari nods. Looks at Hathi Ram - who just quietly observes 
the Property Dealer.

The Property Dealer almost feels an urge to explain himself.

PROPERTY DEALER (CONT’D)
Sir hum toh bilkul professional 
kaam karte hain. 

(MORE)
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Khud apne saamne agreement banwaaya 
tha un logon ka. Paper poore thhe 
saalon ke... Kaise pata chalta? 

(beat)
Par jaise hee unki photo TV pe 
dekhi, maine seedhe CBI waalon ko 
phone ghumaaya...

ANSARI
Ye agreement kab sign kiya tha?

PROPERTY DEALER
Pichhle maheene ki baarah tareek 
ko. Yaheen isi kursi pe baithi thi 
wo Nepalan. Baithi baitha jo bhi 
hai. Shakal itni innocent par kaam 
dekho...

Hathi Ram spots something - a CCTV camera.

Just then, his phone rings. Hathi Ram answers it.

VOICE FROM THE OTHER SIDE (O.S.)
Sirjee yeh TV pe Cheeni ke baare 
mein jo bhi bol rahe hain... sab 
bakwaas hai. Wo koi Nepali agent 
wagent nahi hai...

Hathi Ram notices - the Property Dealer looking at him.

HATHI RAM
(into the phone; casual)

Kaun?

VOICE FROM THE OTHER SIDE (O.S.)
Purani Dilli station pe milo. Ek 
ghante mein.

The phone gets disconnected. Hathi Ram gets up and trying to 
be casual shakes the Property Dealer’s hand.

HATHI RAM
Department ki help karne ke liye 
shukriya.

The confused Property Dealer nods as Hathi Ram walks out.

INT. BATLA HOUSE - DILAPIDATED BUILDING - CORRIDOR - DAY 6.3B 6.3B *

Ansari catches up with Hathi Ram.

PROPERTY DEALER (CONT’D)
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HATHI RAM (CONT’D)
CCTV camera laga hai office mein. 
Agar baarah tareek ko uss kursi pe 
baith ke agreement hua hai toh uski 
recording bhi hogi.

Ansari nods.

ANSARI
Phone kiska thha sir?

Note: Location changed. *

EXT. OLD DELHI RAILWAY STATION - PLATFORM - DAY6.4 6.4

The Fruit Stall we had been to earlier with Hathi Ram. A 
figure awaits there. It’s the Dark Man we’ve seen hanging 
around the police station a few times. KAALIYA, 27.

His eyes go to - Hathi Ram and Ansari coming down the bridge. 
Hathi Ram stops as he notices him.

BY A TEA STALL:

A SMALL KID serves them two cups of tea.

HATHI RAM
Tu station pe bhi aaya tha na usey 
dekhne? Dost hai tera? Rishteydaar 
hai?

KAALIYA
Bachpan se jaanta hoon saab. Yahin 
mila tha.

HATHI RAM
Yahaan?

A wistful smile comes up on Kaaliya’s face.

ANGLE ON them from the adjacent platform as a train rumbles 
in.

KAALIYA (V.O.)
Train number pandrah hazaar nau sau 
nau. Awadh Asaam Mail.

We STAY ON the same FRAME. We can see glimpses of Kaaliya and 
Hathi Ram through the oncoming train.
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KAALIYA (V.O.)
Dibrugarh se Purani Dilli. Platform 
number aath. Pahunchne ka time do 
chaalis par hamesha late. 

The train screeches to a halt in the SAME SHOT. And with this 
we TRANSITION TO -

EXT. / INT. OLD DELHI RAILWAY STATION - PLATFORM + TRAIN - 6.5 6.5 *
DAY

Note: Location changed. *

LITTLE KAALIYA (10) who we saw as the ROUGH KID in Episode 4, *
jumps into the train, pushing his way past the last few *
exiting PASSENGERS. As he starts to look under the seats for *
empty plastic bottles, his eyes go to - *

An 8-year old boy crying in a corner. We’ve seen him earlier *
as the CUTE KID in Episode 4. We now know he’s LITTLE CHEENI. *

Kaaliya ignores him, and goes back to what he was doing. But 
a while later - his eyes go back to the poor, lost kid. *

Kaaliya walks up to him.

LITTLE KAALIYA
Naam kya hai tera?

Cheeni just continues to cry.

Kaaliya reaches into his sack and fishes out a banana. 

He offers it to Little Cheeni - Who refuses to touch it. Or 
to stop crying. 

Kaaliya looks increasingly frustrated as he tries to talk to 
Little Cheeni but we don’t hear it. Instead, we hear -

KAALIYA (V.O.)
Maa baap mar gaye toh mama ne bina 
ticket train mein bitha diya, bola 
tere liye ice cream leke aata hoon. 
Train chali, bhosadi ka mama bhi 
chala gaya. Poore saath ghante 
train mein rone ke baad bhi saale 
ke aaansoo khatam hee nahi hote 
the.

Little Kaaliya gives up. Sighs!

LITTLE KAALIYA
Ek aur aa gaya maraane! *
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EXT. LOHA BRIDGE - DAY6.6 6.6 *

Evening. Under a bridge. Kaaliya and GUDIYA, 10, counts their *
plastic bottles while Cheeni sobs in a corner.

DHAKA, 12, checks the wallets they’ve stolen. He gives a 
fifty to Kaaliya and a few tenners to Gudiya. And then, he 
finds a photo in the last wallet.

DHAKA
Saale ne itni andar chhupa ke *
rakkhi hai. Yeh pakka iski biwi ki 
toh nahi hai.

He takes out something from his gunny bag. A collection of 
similar photographs. He adds the latest to the collection.

He notices - Cheeni’s eyes are on him.

DHAKA (CONT’D)
Main pocket nahi maarta. Connection 
banaata hoon. Samjha Cheeni?

Kaaliya and Gudiya look at him.

LITTLE KAALIYA
Cheeni?

DHAKA
Toh aur kya? Main Dhaka se toh 
Dhaka. Yeh Cheen se, toh Cheeni.

LITTLE KAALIYA
Accha hua London se nahi aaya.

They laugh.

Tears continue to flow from Cheeni’s eyes.

LITTLE KAALIYA (CONT’D)
Kya ladki jaise rota hai! Chal 
tujhe jaadu dikhata hoon. 

Cheeni stops weeping out of anticipation.

Kaaliya reaches into his gunny sack. And brings something 
right next to Cheeni’s face. It’s his two- mouthed snake.

Cheeni is scared out of his wits. Cries out even louder.

Dhaka has had enough. In a flash - Dhaka grabs him by his  
mouth and forces a rag on to his nose.
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DHAKA
Sun be Cheeni. Yehaan agar zinda *
rehna hai na, toh rona bandh kar, *
aur soonghna shuru kar. *

Cheeni resists, but has no option but to sniff it. And as he 
breathes - his eyes widen slowly.

Kaaliya smiles. And everything SLOWS DOWN. And we TRANSITION 
to a SONG-based MONTAGE. *

‘STATION RATS’ MONTAGE *

EXT. LOHA BRIDGE - PATH BESIDE THE BRIDGE - DAY6.7A 6.7A *

Kaaliya and Cheeni walking. *

Kaaliya and Cheeni try and catch with their hands the light *
that’s coming out from the holes besides the bridge. *

EXT. LOHA BRIDGE - RICKSHAW STAND - DAY6.7B 6.7B *

Kaaliya and Cheeni talking through two matchboxes that are *
connected with a string. *

EXT. LOHA BRIDGE - SLEEPING AREA UNDER THE BRIDGE - DAY6.7C 6.7C *

Cheeni going through an old Stardust magazine. Looking at the *
beautiful 90s actresses. *

EXT. LOHA BRIDGE - SLEEPING AREA UNDER THE BRIDGE - DAY6.7D 6.7D *

Kaaliya making strokes on a sleeping Cheeni’s face with a *
lipstick. *

EXT. LOHA BRIDGE - SLEEPING AREA UNDER THE BRIDGE - DAY6.7E 6.7E *

Kaaliya sleeps. Cheeni uses a broken piece of mirror to *
reflect sunlight on Kaaliya’s face. *

EXT. LOHA BRIDGE - TRACKS - DAY6.7F 6.7F *

Kaaliya and Cheeni sit near the tracks watching a train pass *
by. *
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EXT. LOHA BRIDGE - RICKSHAW STAND - DAY6.7G 6.7G *

Kaaliya and Cheeni share a ‘chuski’. *

EXT. LOHA BRIDGE - RICKSHAW STAND - DAY6.7H 6.7H *

Kaaliya play-acting riding the rickshaw with Cheeni sitting *
behind. *

EXT. LOHA BRIDGE - RICKSHAW STAND - DAY6.7J 6.7J *

Kaaliya and Cheeni running past static rickshaws. *

EXT. LOHA BRIDGE - SLEEPING AREA UNDER THE BRIDGE - DAY6.7K 6.7K *

Kaaliya and Cheeni playing desi checkers with flat stones *
under the ground. *

EXT. LOHA BRIDGE - RICKSHAW STAND - DAY6.7L 6.7L *

Kaaliya poses for Cheeni who’s using a broken camera with no *
film but flash working. *

EXT. LOHA BRIDGE - SLEEPING AREA UNDER THE BRIDGE - DAY6.8 6.8 *

Little Kaaliya and Dhaka come running -

DHAKA
Chalo yaar, Vaishno Devi ki gaadi 
lagne waali hai...

Little Cheeni turns to look at them. Gudiya’s dressed her up 
in a little saree, complete with lipstick and all.

And damn - Kaaliya’s besotted.

LITTLE KAALIYA
Devi Maa banna thha, dulhan nahi.

DHAKA *
Devi Maa bhi toh kisi ki dulhan 
hoti hai...

GUDIYA
Shankar bhagwaan ki. Jinke gale 
mein saanp hota hai, apne Kaaliya 
ke jaise...

Kaaliya and Cheeni exchange a glance.
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EXT. OLD DELHI RAILWAY STATION - PLATFORM + TRAIN - DAY6.9 6.9

A train full of pilgrims. Mata Rani chunari-bandanas all 
around. Bhajans being sung.

Kaaliya and the gang enter with - Cheeni, dressed as a devi. 
Complete with the hand mudras and the beatific smile.

Kaaliya and the gang shout - 

LITTLE KAALIYA
Cheen ki mata! Cheen ki mata!

The passengers turn to look at them. Some murmur in doubt - 

DOUBTING PASSENGER
Ye Cheen ki kaun si mata hoti hai?

Kaaliya and the gang freeze. But a FERVENT BHAKT comes to 
their rescue.

FERVENT BHAKT
Arey Jammu ke aage Cheen hee toh 
padta hai. Aksai Cheen...

(does ‘pranaam’ to Cheeni)
Dekho kaisi bhavya chhavi hai...

Dhaka and Kaaliya sense this opportunity to SHOUT - 

DHAKA AND LITTLE KAALIYA
Bolo Cheen ki Mata ki -

PASSENGERS
JAI!

Cheeni raises her hand to give aashirwaad. 

The Fervent Bhakt touches her feet. Others follow.

People start to offer money, food, soft drinks. 

Mothers ask their children to take her blessings.

Dhaka and Kaaliya collect the money and Gudiya receives all 
the food in a gunny bag.

EXT. LOHA BRIDGE - DAY6.9A 6.9A *

Note: Location changed. *

Our Gang reaches there, looking pleased as punch. They stuff *
the food from the gunny bag into their mouths, while Dhaka *
counts the money they received.
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A laughing Dhaka looks up. And his eyes meet - a tall, bald 
menacing figure - SHAAKAL.

Shaakal’s staring at the cute Cheeni.

Even as Kaaliya and the others continue to laugh about - 
Dhaka’s smile slowly vanishes from his face.

INT. OLD DELHI - SEEDY VIDEO PARLOUR - NIGHT6.10 6.10

Dark room. A 90s Bollywood song plays on a TV. *

Kaaliya and Cheeni sit on the floor in a corner, watching it 
without blinking.

Nearby, someone jerks off on a spread out newspaper.

Cheeni’s hand makes its way towards Kaaliya’s. Cheeni puts *
his head on Kaaliya’s shoulder. But just then - *

The curtains part. Kaaliya turns to see -

Dhaka stands in the silhouette. *

DHAKA
Chal Cheeni.

Kaaliya gets up.

LITTLE KAALIYA
Kahaan?

DHAKA
Tujhe kya keeda hai? Maine Cheeni *
ko bulaaya hai.

LITTLE KAALIYA
Cheeni kahin nahi jaayega.

Dhaka grabs Cheeni by the arm and starts to pull him out.

Kaaliya struggles to hold on to him.

The GUY TRYING TO JERK OFF shouts - 

VIDEO PARLOUR CUSTOMER
Bhenchodon tumhaara randi rona 
dekhne nahi aaya main...

DHAKA
Chhod, Kaaliya. Baat samajh. Jaana 
toh padega.
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LITTLE KAALIYA
Kyun jaana padega?

Dhaka stops. He turns towards Kaaliya but can’t look him in 
the eye as he says - 

DHAKA
Shaakal ne bulaaya hai.

Fuck - the light goes off Kaaliya’s face.

Sound of the music continues in the bg. Kaaliya pleads - *

LITTLE KAALIYA
Dekh Dhaka, ye... ye chhota hai 
Dhaka... ye mar jaayega Dhaka... 
kuchh kar... pleej... kuchh kar...

Dhaka pushes him in anger.

DHAKA
Koi nahi marta Kaaliya. Tu aur main 
bhi itne hee thhe. Marey kya?

He starts to pull Cheeni away again. Kaaliya watches them go - 
tears brimming in his eyes.

Until - Cheeni turns to look at him.

Their eyes meet.

Kaaliya runs towards him. And jumps on to Dhaka. And SCREAMS -

LITTLE KAALIYA
BHAAG CHEENI! BHAAG!

Before Dhaka can understand anything, Kaaliya is all over 
him, pinning him down with kicks and punches.

A stunned Cheeni remains rooted. Until, Kaaliya SCREAMS again-

LITTLE KAALIYA (CONT’D)
BHAAG!

Cheeni bolts. Kaaliya struggles with the older, bigger Dhaka.

Cheeni runs - looking back every now and then at Kaaliya.

And then - SLAM! Cheeni runs into someone and falls down.

He looks up. It’s the mighty Shaakal.

Behind - Kaaliya and Dhaka freeze too as they see Shaakal 
stroking his bald head while staring at Cheeni.
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EXT. LOHA BRIDGE - NIGHT6.11 6.11 *

TIGHT on Cheeni’s face resting uneasily on the parapet wall.

Shaakal thrusts wildly at her from behind, but the rag 
stuffed in Cheeni’s mouth stifles her screams.

IN A CORNER - Shaakal’s gang sits smoking heroin off a foil.

After a while, Shaakal appears there. Signals to one of his 
men - ‘your turn now’.

The man makes his way towards Little Cheeni, while Shaakal 
sits down to smoke some heroin.

EXT. OLD DELHI RAILWAY STATION - ADJOINING LANE - NIGHT 6.12 6.12

Kaaliya and Dhaka sit squatting in the dark lane. It’s quiet *
as death. *

Finally, Little Cheeni appears in the lane.

Kaaliya notices - she’s limping.

Kaaliya and Dhaka remain seated as Cheeni slowly limps up to 
them. And sits down.

Kaaliya can’t meet her eye. He quietly passes her a rag.

Cheeni puts it next to her nose. And sniffs hard.

The three remain sitting there for a long time. All quiet.

CLOSE ON Little Kaaliya’s face - stoic. Not giving away 
anything.

KAALIYA (V.O.)
Shaakal ko Cheeni pasand aa gaya. 
Pehle khud khaaya, fir apne 
customers ko khilaaya. Cheeni ki 
aadhi life toh isi mein nikal gayi.

EXT. OLD DELHI RAILWAY STATION - PLATFORM - DAY6.13 6.13

CLOSE ON Kaaliya’s stoic face as he stares at the tracks.

KAALIYA
Fir ek din Bihari gang ne Shaakal 
ko cheer diya. Tab jaa ke Cheeni 
ussey chhoota. Cheeni aur main ab *
sadkon pe rehte saab, par aazaad *
thhe. Main chutiya thha saab. *

(MORE)
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Isi mein khush thha. Smack karta. *
Signal par kitaabein bechta. Paakit *
maarta. *

OMITTED *

OMITTED6.14B 6.14B *

INT. NIGHT SCHOOL - DAY6.14C 6.14C *

Cheeni at a night school, studying with other girls. *

KAALIYA (V.O.) *
Par Cheeni... usey paisa kamaana *
thha, kuchh banna thha. Usne night *
school mein padhaayi ki... fir mall *
mein naukri mili... uske baad usne *
massage karna seekha aur ek parlour  *
mein kaam karne lagi. Wahin mila wo *
Mukesh Talreja. *

EXT. OLD DELHI RAILWAY STATION - PLATFORM - DAY6.15 6.15 *

Hathi Ram and Ansari look at Kaaliya.

HATHI RAM
Kya kaam karwaata tha Talreja usse?

KAALIYA
Bas usko Talreja ke aadmiyon ke 
saath gaadi mein baith ke bag ki 
delivery dene ya lene jana hota. 
Ladki gaadi mein bathi ho toh 
family samajh ke checking nahi 
hoti...

ANSARI
Bag mein kya hota tha?

KAALIYA
Hawaala ka paisa. Kabhi Meerut, 
kabhi Lucknow, kabhi Agra...

Hathi Ram looks at him.

HATHI RAM
Aur Chitrakoot?

Kaaliya thinks for a bit. *

KAALIYA (CONT'D)
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KAALIYA
Wahaan bhi kayi baar gayi hai. Mere 
liye wahaan ke Hanuman Mandir se *
prasad laati thi. Chutiya aurat! *

Hathi Ram and Ansari exchange a look.

KAALIYA (CONT’D)
Maine bahot bola usko saab. Yeh 
badey logon ka bada khel hai. Par 
wo bolti paanch lakh kamaa ke chhod 
doongi...

(chokes)
Jaane kya karna chahti thhi paanch 
laakh ka bhosadi waali...

HATHI RAM
Pichhle maheene ki baarah tareek ko 
woh kahaan thi yaad hai?

Kaaliya thinks, shakes his head. Then pleads.

KAALIYA
Kuchh karo saab. Hum log Purani 
Dilli station ke keede hain saab. 
Ye Nepal, Pakistan... ye sab se 
kuchh lena dena nahi... please usko 
bacha lo saab...

Hathi Ram and Ansari don’t know what to say as an emotional 
Kaaliya folds his hands in front of them.

INT. TIHAR JAIL - BARRACKS - DAY6.16 6.16 *

Cheeni walks into the barracks - behind Tyagi, Chaaku and *
Kabir. *

All around her - ROUGH MEN. Heads turn. Men stare at her, 
with a mix of hostility and lust.

As she nervously looks for an empty place to sit down - a row *
of PRISONERS come towards her.

Cheeni can notice the inmates smirking at her effeminate 
ways.

Her eyes go to - a BALD MAN. He grins at her.

She coils into herself as she crosses these men with 
trepidation, looking lost and vulnerable.
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EXT. RAJU'S BHAIYYA'S HOUSE - DAY6.17 6.17 *

A nervous Sid walks towards Raju’s building, led on by a *
FRIEND.

SID’S FRIEND
Jaldi chal na, Raju Bhaiyya gusse 
mein hain.

Sid hesitates, but the friend pulls him along. Behind - a car *
rolls into the courtyard. *

INT. / EXT. RAJU’S BACHELOR PAD - DAY6.17A 6.17A *

The room has been turned upside down by Raju who looks *
clearly on the edge as he rummages through cupboards and 
almirahs and what have you.

Finally, he turns to the neighbourhood boys assembled there.

RAJU BHAIYYA
BHENCHODON! Sirf tum logon ko pata 
tha ki ghar pe gun hai...

The boys have no response. Raju goes from one to another -

RAJU BHAIYYA (CONT’D)
Kisney lee? Bol? Tuney lee?

And just then, a voice comes from downstairs - *

HARYANVI BOUNCER ONE (O.S.) *
RAJU!!! *

Raju rushes to the balcony to see - *

The menacing looking ANIL BHAI and his two HARYANVI BOUNCERS *
standing downstairs in the courtyard. *

EXT. RAJU'S BHAIYYA'S HOUSE - DAY6.17B 6.17B *

Sid watches as a tentative Raju Bhaiyya reaches downstairs *
and slowly walks up to Anil Bhai. *

RAJU BHAIYYA *
(blabbers)

Mil... mil jaayegi Anil Bhai. Yehin 
kahin... yehin kahin hai...

(points to the boys)
Laundon ne idhar udhar kar di...
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Anil Bhai stares at Raju. And then - out of nowhere - grabs 
Raju’s testicles and squeezes them.

ANIL BHAI
Ke laagya re bhai tanne? Taabar ke 
khelne ki cheej sa? Hain? Tuney ke 
bol ke lee thhi? Bataa...

Raju’s face - all red. Looks like he’s going to faint. But 
Anil Bhai won’t let go.

ANIL BHAI (CONT’D)
BATAA!

RAJU BHAIYYA
(in great pain)

Wo... vasooli karni thi, kisi ko 
dhamkaana tha...

Anil Bhai turns to the boys - 

ANIL BHAI
Ke vasooli kari Raju ne bandook 
dikha ke? Gaand li tamhaari? Hain? 
Gaand dete ho is ne?

The boys stand frozen in fear. Sid’s sweating buckets.

Anil Bhai finally lets go of Raju. And he collapses to the 
floor, holding his testicles.

ANIL BHAI (CONT’D)
Do din. Do din ke baad thaare aand 
mhaare haath mein nahi, mhaari 
plate mein honge Raju. Aur jo ye 
tere baalak hain, ye khaayenge Raju 
ka special anda fry. 

As Anil Bhai turns around - His eyes meet Sid’s. He points to 
the bandage around Sid’s head.

ANIL BHAI (CONT’D)
Je chot kaishe lag gayi? Dhyaan 
rakha kar pappu...

As Anil Bhai caresses his head and walks out - a shiver runs 
down Sid’s spine. He looks shaken.

INT. HATHI RAM'S HOUSE - NIGHT6.18 6.18

A fresh chapaati rises on the gas burner. A sullen Renu walks 
out with it to the living room -
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Where a glum Hathi Ram sits eating. She’s about to put it in 
his plate - but he quietly refuses without looking at her.

Renu walks back to the kitchen without saying anything. The 
tension between them palpable in the air.

Just then - a shaken Sid walks into the house. He looks at 
Hathi Ram, and pleads -

SID
Papa... wo gun...

Hathi Ram doesn’t say anything.

SID (CONT’D)
Papa please de do... Maine jisse li 
hai chup chaap uske ghar mein 
waapas rakh doonga. Baat khatam ho 
jaayegi.

HATHI RAM
Pehle naam bata uska. Dekhoon toh 
kaun hai jo bachchon ko gun 
chalaana sikha raha hai...

Sid goes quiet.

Hathi Ram gets up and goes to the kitchen. He puts the plate 
in the sink. Mumbles without looking at Renu -

HATHI RAM (CONT’D)
Waapas aane mein der ho jaayegi.

Renu doesn’t respond.

He picks up his keys and is about to walk out. But stops.

He turns and goes to the bedroom. Unlocks the steel almirah.

Renu watches as Hathi Ram takes out the gun from the locker, 
and stuffs it behind his trousers.

RENU
Suspended ho na? Toh ye gun le ke 
kahaan jaa rahe ho?

HATHI RAM
Tere pe bharosa nahi hai. Tujhe 
apne bete se kuchh zyaada hee pyaar 
hai...

RENU
Kisi ek ko toh karna padega na.
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Hathi Ram gives her a sharp glance. And storms out.

Renu too huffs her way to the kitchen and angrily switches 
the LIGHTS OFF.

INT. SANJEEV’S HOUSE - BEDROOM - NIGHT6.19 6.19 *

A light is SWITCHED ON.

A drunk Dolly walks up to the mirror, and stares at herself. *
It looks like she has been crying. *

She stares at herself for a long time. Then leans closer to 
the mirror and stretches the skin on her face.

Not as smooth and firm as it once was.

She looks at her breasts. Then grabs them and lifts them up. 
She holds them there for a bit. But the moment she lets go of 
them, they sag down again.

She just stands there staring at herself. Until she hears - 

The sound of the bedroom door opening.

Sanjeev walks into the bedroom. *

Puts his phone down on the bedside table. *

Dolly stumbles up to him. Sanjeev can see she’s not in a good *
state. *

SANJEEV *
Are you alright? *

Dolly doesn’t reply. Instead - she just starts kissing him. *

Sanjeev’s a bit taken aback by the suddenness of it. *

He plays along for a bit. But when Dolly doesn’t stop, *
Sanjeev gently pulls himself away. *

SANJEEV (CONT’D) *
Baby, I am tired. *

But Dolly doesn’t stop. She moves closer to him again. *

Clearly not in the mood - Sanjeev tries to move away, but she *
pushes him on to the bed. *

And climbs on to him. And starts to kiss him all over. Almost *
like she’s possessed. *
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Sanjeev stops resisting and lets go of himself. He just lies *
there, letting her do whatever she wants. *

She kisses him some more, caresses him. But he is unmoved. *
She goes down on him. *

He stops her. Then sits up and looks at her. *

SANJEEV (CONT’D) *
What's gotten into you? *

Dolly’s head spins. And when she speaks, it’s with a drunken *
slur. *

DOLLY *
I... I will be forty next month, *
Sanjeev. *

She looks at him. *

DOLLY (CONT’D) *
Phir der ho jaayegi... shaayad *
already ho gayi hai. *

(beat) *
I... I want a baby. *

He is surprised. *

SANJEEV *
Wha...? Where did this come from? *

Tears appear in Dolly’s eyes. She tries to get up - *

DOLLY *
I made a mistake. We should have *
had one by now - *

But stumbles. Sanjeev holds her in time. Tries to calm her. *

SANJEEV *
Dolly, abhi so jaao please. We'll *
talk in the morning, ok? *

He takes her to the bed. Makes her lie down, despite her *
protests. *

His phone rings. Sanjeev ignores it, but - *

DOLLY *
(slurring; murmur) *

It’s her, isn’t it? Meyeta naam *
jeno ki chhilo? *

Sanjeev looks at her - surprised. Does she know? *
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Dolly’s eyes droop as she murmurs something incoherent. *

Sanjeev covers her with a bedsheet. *

The phone continues to ring. Sanjeev just sits there, staring *
at the floor with guilt. *

OMITTED6.20 6.20 *

EXT. BATLA HOUSE - DILAPIDATED BUILDING - NIGHT6.21 6.21

Late night. The dilapidated Muslim ghetto. A WATCHMAN sits 
outside, dozing off on a chair.

Hathi Ram and Ansari, along with a nervous CHAABIWALA, sneak 
past him.

INT. BATLA HOUSE - DILAPIDATED BUILDING - CORRIDOR + OUTSIDE 6.22 6.22
PROPERTY DEALER OFFICE - NIGHT

The big lock on the Property Dealer’s office. The Chaabiwala 
tries out various keys on it.

Finally, one seems to be fitting in. He takes a locksmith’s 
file and makes minor adjustments to it.

He puts the key back in. And turns it. A sound - CLICK! 

As the Chaabiwala scurries away - Hathi Ram and Ansari cover 
their faces with handkerchiefs, gently open the door and 
quietly step in.

INT. BATLA HOUSE - DILAPIDATED BUILDING - PROPERTY DEALER 6.23 6.23
OFFICE - NIGHT

CCTV POV: *

Darkness. A FIGURE (Hathi Ram) hits a chair and stumbles. *

He pulls out his mobile and switches on the torch light.

He flashes it towards the ceiling.

Finds - the CCTV camera. *

Ansari drags the chair to under it. Then climbs on to the 
chair. Ties a handkerchief around the camera. *

LATER:
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The lights have been switched on. *

ON the computer - 

INT. BATLA HOUSE - DILAPIDATED BUILDING - PROPERTY DEALER 6.23INS 6.23INS
OFFICE - DAY/NIGHT

the CCTV footage. 

Ansari goes through it in ‘fast forward’ mode.

Meanwhile - Hathi Ram checks the cupboards and drawers. Going 
through files and papers and whatever he can find of 
interest.

An envelope catches his eye.

He pulls it out. Studies the content.

Ansari gets up from the computer. And turns to Hathi Ram.

ANSARI
Sir, barah tareek ko Bashir bhai *
office aaye hee nahi. *

HATHI RAM
Kaise aate? Baarah tareekh ko wo *
apni family ke saath Bhopal mein *
boating kar rahe thhe.

Hathi Ram puts something on the table. Train tickets.

HATHI RAM (CONT’D)
Ye hain unki terah ki subah ki 
train ticket. Bhopal - Dilli.

The two look at each other.

ANSARI *
Sir agar Kabir yehaan aaya hee nahi *
toh...? *

OMITTED6.24 6.24 *

INT. NEWS NOW OFFICE - STUDIO FLOOR - DAY6.25 6.25

Sanjeev moderates a heated debate. Liberals and right wingers 
go at each other like their careers depend on it.
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RIGHT WING PARTICIPANT
The question is not that. The *
question is, why someone’d carry a *
false circumcision certificate in 
his pocket. I’ll tell you why. *
Because the man does not want the 
world to know he is a Muslim 
terrorist.

LIBERAL PARTICIPANT
Aap kaun hote hain ye faisla karne 
waale ki wo terrorist thha ya nahi? 
Who are you? This matter is in the 
court. Let the court decide.

RIGHT WING PARTICIPANT
(scoffs)

And till then we feed him biryani, 
like we fed Kasab.

FROM ACROSS THE STUDIO FLOOR: Sara watches the debate with a 
sense of uneasiness. Her eyes are on Sanjeev - 

Who is in command of the floor.

SANJEEV
I think we’re digressing a bit 
here. The question that we’re today 
seeking an answer to is simple. ‘Is 
there a larger conspiracy here to 
shake the foundations of the Indian 
Republic?’ In other words, was I, 
Sanjeev Mehra, the only target or 
is there a longer list of potential 
targets that the enemy had in mind? 
And if yes, what is it that the 
government is doing to protect its 
prominent citizens? We’ll get back 
to it after this very short break.

As it goes off air, everyone on the studio floor relaxes. 
Sanjeev sips some water, when his eyes meet - Sara’s.

Sanjeev watches as Sara turns around and walks out of the 
studio.

EXT. NEWS NOW OFFICE - SARA’S DESK - DAY6.26 6.26 *

Sara takes out a cigarette packet from her bag and fishes *
some more for a lighter. *

Just then - her busy-looking boss PRATIMA walks in, with a 22-
year old fresh-faced young man.
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PRATIMA
Hey! This is Rohan Thakur. He’s *
interning with us for a bit. I want 
him to spend a week tagging you.

(discretely whispers)
Be nice, okay?

As Pratima rushes out - Sara looks at ROHAN.

SARA
Let me guess. Daddy’s a big shot in 
media. And you’re here for some 
neutral CV points before you join 
Daddy’s company as head of new 
business or something.

Rohan’s sheepish look gives her the answer. She smirks -

SARA (CONT’D)
Delhi, you’re so predictable!

She goes back to looking for the lighter in her bag. Her eyes *
spot something - a little diary.

She takes it out. It’s Hathi Ram’s diary.

Curious - She flips through the pages. Names and details. 
Vishal Tyagi. Gwala Gujjar...

Sara stares at the names.

INT. JAMUNA PAAR POLICE STATION - DAY6.27 6.27

The usual hustle-bustle of the station.

Ansari, in civvies, walks into the station. He notices - Virk 
talking to someone with his back to Ansari.

Ansari quietly goes towards the - 

INT. JAMUNA PAAR POLICE STATION - RECORDS ROOM - DAY6.28 6.28

Files all over. Documents lying haphazardly. 

But Ansari knows what he’s looking for. He finds a file. 
Quickly opens it and checks.

Ansari brings out his phone and CLICKS a picture.

Just as he pockets his phone - 
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SHO VIRK (O.S.)
Arey tu yehaan kya kar raha hai?

A startled Ansari looks up.

Virk stands by the door.

ANSARI
Jai... Jai Hind sir.

SHO VIRK
Study leave pe ho yaar! Jaao 
padhaayi karo. Jamuna Paar ka naam 
roshan karo...

ANSARI
Haan sir... wo... Beniwal sir ki 
peshi hai court mein. Toh unko us 
Vraj Vihar waale case ki detail 
chahiye thhi kuchh...

As Virk walks towards him- Ansari quickly puts the file back.

SHO VIRK
Interview kab hai tera?

ANSARI
Bas ek hafte mein sir. Chalta hoon.

He lets out an awkward smile and EXITS.

Virk watches him go - feeling something odd about it.

He looks back at the file cabinet. The file Ansari had put 
back is sticking out a little.

Virk pulls it out. It’s the file on ‘Kabir M’.

Virk looks intrigued.

EXT. JAMUNA PAAR POLICE STATION - DAY6.29 6.29

A little away from the police station - Hathi Ram waits on 
his BIKE.

Ansari reaches there.

ANSARI
Family ki koi details nahi hai... 
Guardian mein kisi Tiwari ka naam 
hai. Meerut mein, Civil Lines...
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HATHI RAM
Tiwari? Ek bramhan devta ka 
terrorist se kya connection?

Ansari shrugs. 

Hathi Ram thinks. Then kick starts the bike.

HATHI RAM (CONT’D)
Chal baith...

Ansari jumps on to the bike. They drive off!

INT. NEWS NOW OFFICE - SARA’S DESK - DAY6.30 6.30

Sara on the phone. Hathi Ram’s diary and her own diary spread 
out in front of her.

She writes down - ‘Real estate’ next to Gwala Gujjar’s name 
in her diary.

SARA
(into the phone)

Jee. Aur real estate ke alaawa kya 
kya business hain Gwala Gujjar ke?

AMITOSH (O.S.)
(off the phone; filtered)

Ab jaane dijiye, Madam. Aaj ke liye 
itna kaafi hai...

SARA
Achcha Amitosh jee, inke political 
connections ke baare mein toh kuchh 
bataa dijiye...

AMITOSH (O.S.)
(off the phone; filtered)

Bahot ziddi hain aap, madam. 
Chaliye ye samajh lijiye ki inki 
business empire ki shuruaat nabbe 
ke dashak mein hui thhi, sadak 
banaane ke contract se. Baaki aap 
samajhdaar hain...

He hangs up.

Rohan watches as Sara sits there - thinking.

She then googles into her desktop - ‘UP PWD Minister 1990s’. 

A name pops up - ‘Balkishan Bajpayee’.
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She picks up her bag and looks at Rohan.

SARA
Let’s go do some journalism!

OMITTED6.31 6.31 *

INT./EXT. TIWARI HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY6.32 6.32 *

A wooden ‘chooza’ sits on a table. In the bg - BRIJMOHAN *
TIWARI sits reading a newspaper in a middle class government- *
servant household. *

A doorbell rings. *

AT THE DOOR: *

Tiwari opens the door to see - *

Hathi Ram and Ansari standing in front of him. *

INT. TIWARI HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY6.33 6.33 *

A HOUSE-HELP puts two cups of tea and leaves. *

Tiwari looks at Hathi Ram and Ansari. *

BRIJMOHAN TIWARI
Main Assistant Superintendent tha, *
Dasna jail ka. Wahaan kayi chakkar 
lagaaye hain usne meri retirement 
ke pehle, gaadi churaane ke case 
mein. Mujhe laga ab ki baar bhi *
wahi case hoga. *

Hathi Ram and Ansari share a look.

HATHI RAM
Lekin is baar case sirf gaadi 
churaane ka nahi hai. Conspiracy to *
murder mein pakda gaya hai. *
Terrorism ke bhi charges bata rahe 
hain...

Tiwari frowns.

BRIJMOHAN TIWARI 
Wahi toh samajh nahi aa raha. 
Matlab khooni toh humne bhi kayi 
dekhe hain...
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HATHI RAM 
Kattar kitna thha? Matlab -

He stops himself as he becomes conscious of Ansari’s 
presence. But Ansari takes it ahead -

ANSARI
Matlab mazhabi kitna thha sir? 
Islam ko le kar?

BRIJMOHAN TIWARI
Aisa kabhi lagaa toh nahi. Haan ek 
ajeeb baat zaroor thhi. Wo hamesha 
chhupaane ki koshish karta ki wo 
musalmaan hai. Aap maanoge nahi, 
teesri baar andar aaya toh hamein 
pata chalaa....

Ansari and Hathi Ram exchange a glance.

HATHI RAM
Aur uski family? 

BRIJMOHAN TIWARI
(shrugs)

Na kabhi kisi ne bail di, na kabhi 
koi jail mein milne aaya. Haan par 
thha kisi achchi family ka. Meerut 
ke top convent mein padha tha.

Hathi Ram and Ansari seem surprised to hear that.

HATHI RAM
Aap ko school ka naam yaad hai...? 
Wahaan se shaayad family record mil 
sakey... *

INT. NEWSPAPER ARCHIVAL OFFICE - CORRIDOR OUTSIDE - DAY6.34 6.34

A GUARD sits stretched out on a chair looks at Sara with *
impatience. *

GUARD *
(dismissive) *

Sorry madam, order nahi hai. *

SARA
Par mujhe sirf archives access 
karne hain. Aap bas entry allow kar 
do, main khud dekh loongi... *

He brings his newspaper up - signalling an end to the 
conversation.
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Just then - Rohan reaches there.

ROHAN
Sorry, wo parking kaafi door 
mili...

Sara just stands there scowling in frustration.

ROHAN (CONT’D)
Kya hua?

SARA
Inka office bandh hai aaj. Some 
stupid Founders’ Day or something.

Beat. And then Rohan tentatively says - 

ROHAN
Er, I can help.

She turns to give him a half-mocking look - ‘like really?’

Rohan fishes out his phone and dials a number.

Sara watches him - intrigued.

INT. NEWSPAPER ARCHIVAL OFFICE - DAY6.35 6.35

The huge Archival Room. Newspaper records sorted by the year.

The now-obsequious Guard leads Sara and Rohan inside.

Sara turns to look at Rohan.

SARA
So Daddy owns Dainik Bharat? Pehle 
kyun nahi bataaya?

Rohan shrugs.

ROHAN
It’s awkward, you know...

Sara lets out a smile. She reaches a row of archives marked *
‘1997’. *

She pulls out a heavy file. *

INT. NEWSPAPER ARCHIVAL OFFICE - READING AREA - DAY6.35A 6.35A *

Sara spreads the file out on a table. And starts to flip *
through it with urgency. *
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INT. ST.ALEXIS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL - STAIRS - DAY6.36 6.36 *

Hathi Ram and Ansari walk up the stairs, following the busy *
looking Catholic Principal. *

CATHOLIC PRINCIPAL
You’ll have to give us more than 
that, sir.

ANSARI
That’s all we have, Father. Kabir 
M. We don’t know the year he passed 
out.

The Principal looks at them. And frowns. *

CATHOLIC PRINCIPAL
Look, it’s an eighty year old 
institution. We’re talking about 
thousands of students...

They reach the top of the stairs. The Principal spots IMROZE *
THE PEON.

CATHOLIC PRINCIPAL (CONT’D)
Imroze, in ko saari alumni year 
books dikhaao.

(to Ansari)
Maybe you can find him in there. 
Please excuse me gentlemen...

The Principal walks away. *

Hathi Ram and Ansari exchange a disappointed glance.

Until, from behind, Imroze speaks - 

IMROZE THE PEON
Kabir M wahi na? Ghulam Masood ka 
beta...

Hathi Ram and Ansari turn to look at him with surprise. *

INT. ST.ALEXIS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL - LIBRARY - DAY6.36A 6.36A *

ANGLE ON an open yearbook. An old photo of ninth standard 
students, year 2003.

Imroze points to a student at the back.

Hathi Ram and Ansari peer in. It’s a much younger Kabir, 
indeed.
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IMROZE THE PEON
Do hazaar teen ki photo hai, ninth 
class. 

(scoffs)
Waise do hazaar chaar aur paanch 
mein bhi ninth mein hee thha. Par 
galti uski nahi. Galti thhi uske 
baap ki.

Hathi Ram looks at him.

HATHI RAM
Matlab?

IMROZE THE PEON
Chaalees saal se yehaan naukri kar 
raha hoon. Main bhi haath paiyr jod 
ke apne bete ka admission yehaan 
karwa sakta tha. Par bheja na usey 
Islamia School mein... 

(beat)
Samajhdaari isi mein hai bhaiyya ki 
jiski jaisi aukaat, waisa uska 
thikaana...

His eyes go to the doorway. And with it we TRANSITION TO - 

OMITTED6.37 6.37 *

INT. ST.ALEXIS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL - OFFICE - DAY6.38 6.38 *

FLASHBACK CONTINUES:

An excited Ghulam deposits fees at the office counter.

IMROZE THE PEON (V.O) *
Par Kabir ke baap ne jaise kasam *
khaa rakhi thhi, ke ladke ko hi-fi *
school mein hee bhejna hai... suna *
iske liye gaaon mein jo thodi bahot *
zameen thhi wo bhi bech di usne. *

SCHOOL CLERK
Bachche ka naam?

GHULAM MASOOD
Kabir M.

SCHOOL CLERK
Poora naam.
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GHULAM
Bas yehi hai. Kabir M.

Imroze, 35, glances at him. And mutters -

IMROZE THE PEON
Bachche ka khatna karwaaya hai? Yaa 
sirf naam ka hee karwa ke khush 
hai?

An agitated Ghulam brings out the circumcision certificate 
from his pocket.

GHULAM MASOOD
Khatna nahi, operation hua hai, 
operation. Dekho...

Imroze laughs at him and walks away.

In the register, the name gets filled - Kabir M.

A little away - Little Kabir, 5, sits alone on a bench. *
Watching a group of other boys walk away. *

IMROZE THE PEON (V.O.)
Naam badalne se kya hota hai? Sadak 
ke kuttey bhi aadmi ka huliyaa dekh 
ke uski aukaat soongh lete hain. 
Aur fir ye toh St. Alexis ke *
ameerzaade thhe. Unhone bhi soongh 
liya Kabir un mein se ek nahi... *

OMITTED6.39A 6.39A *

OMITTED6.39B 6.39B *

OMITTED6.39C 6.39C *

OMITTED6.39D 6.39D *

EXT. ST.ALEXIS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL - CORRIDOR - DAY6.39E 6.39E *

We follow Little Kabir as he walks through a long corridor *
all alone. *

IMROZE THE PEON (V.O.) *
Ab zaahir hai bachchey ko agar *
attention nahi milega, toh wo kuchh *
toh aisa karne lagega ki aap usko *
notice karo. *

(MORE)
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Doosre bachchon ki cheezein *
churaane laga...fir maar peet *
wagairah... *

The boy enters a canteen. *

INT. ST.ALEXIS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL - CANTEEN - DAY6.40 6.40 *

Hathi Ram and Ansari sit with Imroze. *

IMROZE THE PEON *
Aur ek din padriyon ne usey saal ke *
beech mein hee school se nikaal ke 
baahar fenk diya. Wahaan se gaya 
Islamiya school, jahaan wo ‘Miss, 
may I go to toilet?’ poochhne waala
namoona ban gaya. Suna wahaan bhi 
nahi tik paaya...

The words seem to have an impact on Hathi Ram. His eyes go to 
- a LONELY BOY in the canteen, who’s trying to pick up his *
fallen books. Something about him that Hathi Ram finds 
intriguing.

ANSARI (O.S.)
Uski family ka koi pata?

The Lonely Boy turns to look at Hathi Ram. And it’s Sid.

EXT. HATHI RAM’S HOUSE - LANE - DAY6.41 6.41

Sid - outside his house, oiling his bicycle. *

A bike approaches him. Raju on it.

Sid tenses up as Raju stops the bike in front of him.

RAJU BHAIYYA
Ab chot kaisi hai?

He touches the bandage. Then presses it a bit.

Sid winces.

RAJU BHAIYYA (CONT’D)
Sorry sorry. 

(beat; smiles)
Chal ek round lagaa ke aate hain...

SID
Bhaiyya wo... Mummy ne kahaa hai 
ghar pe rehne...

IMROZE THE PEON (V.O.) (CONT'D)
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RAJU BHAIYYA
Dus minute mein aa jaayenge. Chal.

Sid looks trapped.

EXT. DELHI ROADS - MOVING BIKE - DAY6.42 6.42

Sid rides pillion as Raju’s bike cruises down a rather 
desolate road. 

RAJU BHAIYYA
Waise tuney bataaya nahi... ye chot 
lagi kaise?

Sid is nervous. But he tries to not let it show.

SID 
Bataaya toh thha Raju Bhaiyya...  
wo laundon se panga ho gaya...

RAJU BHAIYYA
Achcha? Bunty ki Mummy toh kuchh 
aur keh rahi thhi...

Sid starts to panic and BLABBER. But Raju Bhaiyya doesn’t 
respond.

Instead the bike races and turns on to a dirt road. 

EXT. YAMUNA RIVER BANK - DAY6.43 6.43 *

Note: Location changed. *

Old ruins, with bushes around.

As the motorbike reaches there, Sid notices - 

A Toyota Fortuner already parked there. The two Haryanvi 
Bouncers wait outside, drinking their protein shakes.

The colour goes off Sid’s face. But before he can do 
anything, the motorbike screeches to a stop near them.

Sid gets down. Looks around - no other soul in sight. Fuck.

RAJU BHAIYYA
Pistol kahaan hai?

SID 
Kya? Mere... mere paas koi pistol 
nahi hai.
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Raju Bhaiyya SLAPS him hard. Sid is jolted.

Then panics and BOLTS.

Raju Bhaiyya goes after him.

A little CHASE ensues. Through the bushes and the dusty 
path...

Sid runs with everything he’s got. But so does Raju Bhaiyya.

Sid turns to see - Raju Bhaiyya closing in on him. Raju 
reaches out for Sid’s neck, and almost makes it but - 

Sid jerks his hand away, but in the process, loses his 
footing and goes tumbling to the ground.

Raju jumps over him. And tries to pin him down but - 

Sid kicks him in the chest. An infuriated Raju punches him in 
the face. 

WHACK! Sid's lip is busted. He SCREAMS in pain.

As the two struggle some more - the two Haryanvi Bouncers 
appear from behind and stand towering over them, while 
shaking their protein shake mixers.

HARYANVI BOUNCER ONE
De de re bhai bandook-di. Warna 
kaand ho jaaga.

He squats down next to Sid. Gently ruffles his hair.

HARYANVI BOUNCER ONE (CONT’D)
Ke laag rya sa bhai tanne? Koi 
saneema chaal ri sa? Koi hero sa 
tu? Hain?

He stares at Sid - who just lies there, crying and bleeding.

OVERLAY - Sound of a high-octane action sequence from a film.

INT. MINERVA THEATER - PROJECTION ROOM - DAY6.44 6.44

CLOSE on an old film projector.

Outside - A B-grade movie plays on the screen. The hero 
punches the shit out of the villain.

The door opens and a MAN ushers Hathi Ram and Ansari in, 
shouting - 
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MAN IN THEATER
Chacha koi milne aaya hai...

The projectionist GHULAM MASOOD, 62, turns to look at them.

INT. MINERVA THEATER - SEATING AREA - DAY6.45 6.45

A YOUNG BOY cleans the post-show mess off the floor, sweeping 
it away with a long broom.

Somewhere in the empty hall, Hathi Ram and Ansari sit with 
Ghulam Masood.

GHULAM MASOOD
School mein chhoti moti choriyan 
karna toh seekh hee gaya thha. 
Baahar aa ke scooter, gaadi 
wagairah churaane laga. Aur ek baar 
criminal record ban gaya, toh fir 
andar baahar, andar baahar... 
pichhle cheh saat saalon mein toh 
shakal bhi nahi dekhi uski...

HATHI RAM
Is dauraan kahin se koi khabar 
milti thhi uski? Kahaan thha, kin 
logon ke saath kaam karta thha? 

(beat; hesitates)
Koi... jihadiyon ke saath link?

Ghulam seems surprised to hear that. Ansari tries to clarify -

ANSARI
Jee wo kuchh chhupa raha thha... ek 
certificate bhi mila thha uske paas 
se, jisme likha tha ki uska khatna 
nahi operation hua hai.

Ghulam looks at Ansari. A long moment passes before -

GHULAM MASOOD
Wo maine hee banwaaya tha.

ANSARI
Par kyun?

GHULAM MASOOD
Taaki jo badey bete ke saath hua wo 
chhote ke saath na ho...

Hathi Ram and Ansari look at him - intrigued.
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EXT. PLATFORM + SLEEPER CLASS COACH - NIGHT6.46 6.46 *

A TOP SHOT of a platform. A train. An angry mob.

They seem to be pulling someone out of the train.

Now we realise - it’s Ghulam Masood, 38, and we’re back in 
the Opening Scene (Header).

Ghulam’s clothes tear off as the crowd paw and pull at him 
from all directions. He tries hard to shout out - 

GHULAM MASOOD
Badey ka meat nahi hai bhai, 
chicken hai bhai, bhai badey ka 
meat nahi hai... 

But the angry, shouting crowd ignores his pleas. *

In the melee, his two SONS - aged 15 and 5 (LITTLE KABIR) - 
try to hold on to each other, but they’re getting crushed in 
the crowd. Young Kabir wails in fear.

LITTLE KABIR
ABBU! ABBU!

Ghulam gets thrown on to the platform. A million legs kick at 
him in hatred and disgust.

SHOUTS and SCREAMS and SLOGANS all around.

Ghulam’s OLDER SON shouts and tries to shield his father.

Someone pushes him. He punches the man in the face.

The crowd’s on to him. But he resists them - screaming and 
shouting at them in anger.

It’s complete CHAOS. And then from nowhere, a hand comes, 
holding a knife.

And GHUPP! It pierces into the boy’s stomach. And the world 
stops and everything goes SLO.

The ATTACKER disappears in the crowd. Just as - a little 
fountain of blood gusts out of the boy’s stomach. He stands 
there - stunned.

Even the crowd moves back in shock.

Ghulam Masood watches from the ground as his son falls right 
next to him.
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Crushed somewhere in the crowd - Little Kabir, wailing. But 
you can’t hear him.

INT. MINERVA THEATER - SEATING AREA - DAY6.47 6.47

BACK IN THE PRESENT: Hathi Ram and Ansari stare at Ghulam 
Masood’s stoic face. A heavy silence around them.

Finally, Ghulam looks at them and lets out a bitter smile.

GHULAM MASOOD
Kya saahab, jisko maine musalmaan 
tak banne nahi diya, usko aap logon 
ne jihadi bana diya?

He shakes his head, then gets up and slowly walks away. Hathi 
Ram and Ansari remain seated in silence, for a long time.

INT. TIHAR JAIL - CORRIDOR - DAY6.48 6.48 *

ANGLE ON Kabir’s stoic face - not giving away anything. He 
sits by himself, staring at nothing in particular.

His eyes go to - Cheeni. She’s getting her head shaved off by 
a JAIL BARBER. Her long tresses drop to the ground like 
discarded traces of femininity.

Their eyes meet - Kabir and Cheeni’s. Kabir gives her a 
soothing smile.

KABIR
Tension mat lo. Suit karega tum pe.

Despite herself, Cheeni manages to smile a little. A moment 
between them.

And then - her expression changes as her eyes go to somewhere 
behind Kabir.

Kabir follows her gaze and turns.

AN INMATE with a gamcha around his face rushes towards him 
and SCREAMS - 

BLADE BAAZ
Bhosadi ke Pakistani...

A blade-wielding hand slashes at Kabir’s jugular. And with it 
- all goes BLACK.

FADE IN:
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EXT. HATHI RAM’S HOUSE + LANE OUTSIDE - NIGHT6.49 6.49 *

Headlights of a bike appear in the lane. *

It comes to a stop outside the house. It’s Hathi Ram and *
Ansari.

INT. HATHI RAM’S HOUSE - NIGHT6.49A 6.49A *

Renu paces up and down - when there’s a knock on the door. *

She rushes to open it. In front of her - Hathi Ram, and a *
little behind - Ansari. *

Renu lets all her anger out - *

RENU
Kahaan thhe tum? Phone kyun nahi 
uthaate? Naukri chali gayi par *
bhatakte rehte ho. Bete ki haalat 
dekho apni...

Hathi Ram looks at her - concerned.

HATHI RAM
Kya hua?

RENU
Maara hai kisi ne... tumhaari uss 
pistol ke liye.

Hathi Ram rushes inside, while Renu goes after him. 

An awkward Ansari stays put, unsure what to do.

INT. HATHI RAM’S HOUSE - SID’S ROOM + LIVING ROOM - NIGHT6.50 6.50 *

Sid lies covered in a blanket, mildly shivering. 

Hathi Ram takes the blanket off Sid’s face. And stares at 
what he sees - A swollen cheek, a busted lip, and a patch of 
black under the eye - Sid’s face is a mess.

A long beat. And then - 

HATHI RAM
Kisne kiya?

Sid just stares at him with fear in his eyes.

Hathi Ram touches his forehead gently. Sid squirms.
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HATHI RAM (CONT’D)
Bol beta. Kuchh nahi kahunga.

Hathi Ram tries to appear calm, but there’s a streak of manic 
anger in his eyes.

HATHI RAM (CONT’D)
Bol na beta. Kisne kiya ye?

A scared Sid gives in.

SID 
Raju Bhaiyya.

Hathi Ram storms to the cupboard. Takes out the gun. *

Then walks back to Sid and pulls him out of the blanket. *

HATHI RAM
Chal mere saath...

RENU
Bukhaar hai ise... kya kar rahe ho? 
Dimaag kharaab ho gaya hai... mere 
bachche ko kuchh hua na...

She tries to stop him. Hathi Ram pushes her away. But she 
pushes him back. 

RENU (CONT’D)
Jab dekho tab apni manmaani karoge 
kya... Sunaayi nahi de raha? Kahin 
nahi jaa raha ye...

They reach the living room in the tussle. Renu pulls at his *
hand hard. And in a moment of rage, Hathi Ram SLAPS her.

Renu just stands there - stunned.

Hathi Ram takes Sid by the hand, and walks out.

OMITTED6.51A 6.51A *

EXT. RAJU BHAIYYA’S HOUSE - STAIRS + LANE OUTSIDE - NIGHT6.51B 6.51B *

Hathi Ram drags Raju Bhaiyya down the stairs, while slapping *
and kicking him mercilessly. *

HATHI RAM
Pistol chahiye tujhe bhosdi waale? 
Haan, pistol chahiye? *
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RAJU BHAIYYA
Meri Pistol nahi hai...

Hathi Ram kicks him. Raju goes tumbling down the stairs.

HATHI RAM
Toh kiski hai, haan?

RAJU BHAIYYA
Anil Bhai ki... *

HATHI RAM *
Kaun hai? Baap hai tera? Chal bata *
kahaan rehta hai... *

They reach the bottom of the stairs - where Ansari stands *
with Sid. Some of Sid’s neighbourhood friends watch the *
scenes from a distance. *

HATHI RAM (CONT’D) *
(shouts to Ansari) *

Ansari... Rickshaw rok! *

Ansari manages to flag down a passing autorickshaw. *

EXT. DELHI ROADS - MOVING AUTO - NIGHT6.51C 6.51C *

The auto rides on the night roads. Sid steals a glance at his *
father. Hathi Ram’s face - hard. *

EXT. ANIL BHAI’S KOTHI - ROAD OUTSIDE + COMPOUND - NIGHT6.52 6.52

A dimly-lit kothi. The rickshaw stops in front of it.

Hathi Ram jumps out and drags Raju along. Sid and Ansari 
follow. 

TWO BURLY MEN at the gate try to stop Hathi Ram - 

But Hathi Ram KICKS one in the balls. Then PUNCHES the other 
in the face. It’s swift and brutal and both men go down.

Hathi Ram rushes into -

THE COMPOUND:

The two Haryanvi Bouncers emerge out of the house. But before 
they can realise the situation - 

Hathi Ram goes at them like a bull. 
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Sid just stares without blinking as his father takes on these 
dangerous looking men.

Ansari watches the scene cautiously, but when one of the 
earlier men try to go at Hathi Ram from behind - 

Ansari tackles him and throws him to the ground and keeps him 
pinned there.

Just then, a SHOUT comes from inside - 

ANIL BHAI (O.S.)
Ra ke ho rya sa baahar?

And Anil Bhai steps out. And looks at his men - all flattened 
out.

Hathi Ram looks at Raju - Who nods in fear. Yes, it's him.

Hathi Ram takes the gun out from behind his trousers. 

He walks up to Anil Bhai and stuffs the gun in his pants, 
right at his crotch.

HATHI RAM 
Yeh rahi teri pistol. Tera mera 
hisaab baraabar. Ab iske baad agar 
tune ya tere kisi bandey ne mere 
bete ki taraf aank utha ke bhi 
dekha na, toh isi pistol se gotey 
udaa dunga tere.

Anil Bhai stares back at him with cold eyes.

ANIL BHAI
Do kaudi ke inspector. Tanne toh 
main - 

HATHI RAM
(cuts him; in Haryanvi)

Ab suspend karaane ki dhamki mat 
diyo bhai. Wo kaam kisi aur ne 
pehle hee kar diya.

The stare game continues for some time. And then -

Hathi Ram turns around, takes Sid's hand, and walks away. 
Ansari follows cautiously.

Sid continues to just stare at his father, like he’s seeing 
him in a totally new light.
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EXT. DELHI ROADS - MOVING AUTO - NIGHT6.53 6.53

The auto drives on empty Delhi streets.

And Hathi Ram is still RAGING -

HATHI RAM
Chutiye hain hum, jo in chutiyon ko 
apni manmaani karne dete hain... 
suspend karwa doonga... lund karwa 
doonga fund karwa doonga...

He realises Sid is listening. Hathi Ram snaps at him.

HATHI RAM (CONT’D)
Tu kya sun raha hai? Kaan bandh kar 
apne.

Sid obeys. And Hathi Ram continues with his rant, like he 
can't help it.

HATHI RAM (CONT’D)
Chutiya bana ke rakha hai kab se... 
ye ISI hai... ye terrorist hai... 
falaana dhimkaana... Investigation 
kar rahe hain yaa duniya ko 
chutiyaa banaa rahe hain apne 
baapon ke liye... *

EXT. HATHI RAM’S HOUSE - LANE OUTSIDE - NIGHT6.54 6.54

The auto comes to a stop.

Hathi Ram is still at it.

HATHI RAM
Sahi jaa rahe thhe hum... par ek 
galti pe saalon ne case le liya.

A waiting Renu runs straight to Sid and pulls him out.

Hathi Ram continues to rant as he steps out of the auto.

HATHI RAM (CONT’D)
Aur ab khud baith ke gaand fula 
rahe hain saale -

When Renu steps forward. And SLAPS him.

Hathi Ram stands there - jolted.

Renu turns around and takes Sid inside.
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Hathi Ram continues to just stand there - stunned, awkward.

Next to Ansari - who’s just as awkward.

Dead silence. And then, Hathi Ram’s phone rings.

It takes Hathi Ram a while to recover, and answer.

HATHI RAM (CONT’D)
Hello?

Ansari watches as Hathi Ram’s face goes grim.

INT. HOSPITAL - NIGHT6.55 6.55

Kabir’s dead body lies on a hospital bed. JAIL OFFICIALS and 
DELHI POLICE COPS mill about.

OUTSIDE IN THE CORRIDOR: REPORTERS and CAMERAMEN kept at bay 
by yawning cops.

A little away - Hathi Ram and Ansari stand next to Sara.

SARA
Jail officials ke hisaab se wo 
bladebaaz mentally unstable hai... 
But I think ye ek paid job thha.

Anger and frustration rises on Hathi Ram’s face.

HATHI RAM
Toh CBI ko bataao. Apne us boss 
Sanjeev Mehra se baat karo, jo TV 
pe kuchh bhi bakey jaa raha hai. 
Mujhe kyun bata rahi hain aap?

Sara too snaps at that. Angrily looks for something in her 
bag.

SARA
Kyunki aap ki diary padh ke lagaa 
ki aap CBI ya Sanjeev ki terrorism 
waali theory se agree nahi karte. 
Aap ki enquiry ka main focus Kabir 
ya wo ladki nahi, Vishal Tyagi tha.

She hands over to Hathi Ram - his diary. Hathi Ram looks at 
her with surprise.

BY A BENCH:
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Hathi Ram and Ansari sit with Sara. She has an I-Pad open and *
is showing to them photocopies of newspaper reports and 
pictures she has compiled.

SARA (CONT’D)
Maine thodi research ki, is case se 
related political connections ko le 
ke. UP mein Jiji ki government mein 
ek powerful minister hai - 
Balkishan Bajpayee. Chitrakoot mein 
Tyagi ka boss Gwala Gujjar iske 
liye kayi saalon se kaam karta hai. 
Bajpayee jab PWD minister thha, 
Gwala ne usse kayi road contracts 
uthaaye thhe...

Hathi Ram scrolls through the newspaper cuttings and pictures *
of Jiji, Bajpayee and Gwala Gujjar.

HATHI RAM
Sanjeev Mehra ka Bajpayee ya is 
Gwala se kya connection hai? Wo log 
usey kyun maarna chahte thhe?

Sara shakes her head.

SARA
I don’t know. My wild guess is, 
Bajpayee ki party kayi saalon se 
national presence banaana chahti 
hai. Lok Sabha election aane waale 
hain. Unhe ruling party ke khilaaf 
koi mudda chahiye thha. Maybe 
Sanjeev is right about this bit - 
that his killing was part of a 
larger plan. Shaayad unki list mein 
aur bhi naam hon...

Hathi Ram continues to scroll through the file. When at one *
moment - he suddenly stops. Then goes back to the earlier 
photograph. Enlarges it. *

He peers at it closely.

IN THE PICTURE - Behind Bajpayee and Gwala Gujjar stands -
Rajbir Gujjar, in a cop uniform.

Hathi Ram looks intrigued. Murmurs -

HATHI RAM
Ye toh... Rajbir Gujjar hai.

Ansari looks at him.
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HATHI RAM (CONT’D)
Tyagi ka sports teacher. Par isne 
ye toh kabhi nahi bataaya ki ye 
kabhi police mein thha, aur 
Bajpayee ki security mein bhi...

Hathi Ram stares at the picture with cold eyes.

FADE OUT

ROLL END CREDITS *
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